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Chapter 7 Industrial Evaluation of An 
Architectural Assumption 
Documentation Tool: A Case Study  

[Based on: C. Yang, P. Liang, P. Avgeriou, T. Liu, and Z. Xiong. Industrial 
evaluation of an Architectural Assumption Documentation tool: A case study. 
Under review.] 

Abstract 

Architectural assumptions are important in both software architecting 
and development in general. As evidenced in our industrial survey 
(with 112 practitioners) and two industrial case studies (with 12 
architects and 24 architects respectively), performing Architectural 
Assumption Documentation effectively and systematically is of 
paramount importance in software development. However, the lack 
of tool support is one of the most critical problems when practitioners 
manage assumptions in their work. To fill this gap, we propose 
Architectural Assumptions Manager (ArAM) – the first tool dedicated 
to Architectural Assumption Documentation, which aims at 
alleviating the aforementioned problem identified from practitioners. 
ArAM was developed as a plugin of Enterprise Architect, which is a 
UML-based platform commonly used in industry for designing and 
developing software systems. This chapter aims to evaluate the 
perceived ease of use and usefulness of ArAM by practicing architects. 
We conducted a case study, with sixteen architects from ten 
companies in China. The results indicate that ArAM is generally easy 
to use and useful in Architectural Assumption Documentation as well 
as in software development. 

7.1 Introduction 
In our earlier work (see Chapter 6), we proposed an Architectural Assumption 

Documentation Framework for documenting AAs in software development, and 
evaluated its effectiveness through a case study with a number of architects from 
different industries and domains. In that case study, we performed the first step in 
providing tool support: an MS Excel template that implements AADF. The results 
of the case study show that although architects considered AADF as beneficial for 
AA Documentation as well as software development, the lack of a specialized tool 
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is a major obstacle when using a documentation approach. This finding is also 
supported by other studies (e.g., see Chapter 5); such a tool is of paramount 
importance for adopting AA Documentation in industrial practice. 

In this chapter, we present such a specialized tool in order to promote the 
practice of AA Documentation in industrial practice: Architectural Assumptions 
Manager (ArAM). ArAM was developed as a plugin of Enterprise Architect27, 
which is a UML modeling tool commonly used in software development. To 
validate the ease of use and usefulness of ArAM, we conducted an industrial case 
study in Beijing and Shenzhen, China, with sixteen software architects from ten 
companies. The results of the case study show that ArAM is generally easy to use 
and useful in AA Documentation as well as in software development, though there 
are several issues to be addressed; as an example, the tool should support data 
analysis (e.g., finding missing relationships between AAs) and automatic 
verification (e.g., verifying the correctness of existing data) in development. 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 7.1 describes the 
assumption concept in detail. Section 7.2 provides related work on AA 
Documentation. Section 7.3 introduces ArAM. Section 7.4 details the design of the 
case study. The findings of the case study are presented in Section 7.5 and the 
study results are discussed in Section 7.6. Section 7.7 assesses the threats to the 
validity of the study, and conclusions are provided in Section 7.8. 

7.2 Related work on AA Documentation 
This section presents related work regarding approaches and tools used for AA 

Documentation. 

7.2.1 Approaches used for AA Documentation 
Table 59 lists a number of approaches used for AA Documentation according to 

the results of our systematic mapping study (see Chapter 2). Compared with the 
existing approaches used for AA Documentation, (1) AADF is the first approach 
that proposes a systematic framework based on the ISO/IEC/IEEE Std 42010-2011 
[1]; (2) AADF addresses 23 AA concerns of stakeholders; and (3) AADF draws a 
clear connection between the 23 AA concerns and 8 types of stakeholders (e.g., 
project manager and architect). 

 
Table 59. Approaches used for AA Documentation 

Authors Approaches Reference 

Garlan et al. Architecture views, description languages, etc. for AA 
Documentation 

[9]  

Van Landuyt 
and Joosen 

A metamodel and an instantiation strategy based on quality 
attribute scenarios and use cases to document AAs 

[13]  

Ordibehesht An approach based on an architectural analysis and description [85] 

                                                           
27 http://www.sparxsystems.com.au/products/ea/ 
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language to document AAs 

Mamun et al. Alloy language for AA Documentation [86] 

Tang et al. A rationale-based architecture model (documenting AAs as a type 
of architectural rationale) 

[58]  

Welsh et al. REAssuRE (Documenting assumptions made at design time) [189] 

Faily and 
Fléchais 

Assumption personas (a description of the behavior of a typical 
user with assumptions) 

[190] 

Habli and Kelly Architecture design replay through derivational analogy 
(documenting AAs as a type of design knowledge) 

[191] 

Hesse and 
Paech 

A decision documentation model (including AA Documentation) [93]  

Heyman et al. A formal architectural modeling and analysis method (including 
AA Documentation) 

[188] 

Lago and van 
Vliet 

A metamodel for AA Documentation [34] 

 

7.2.2 Tools used for AA Documentation 
General tools such as MS Word28 and MS Excel29 are commonly used in software 

development for various purposes, and can also be used to document AAs. For 
example, in our previous work (see Chapter 6), we implemented AADF through 
an MS Excel template, and used this template in an industrial case study. 
Furthermore, there are tools that aim at managing other types of software artifacts, 
such as design decisions, but can be used for AA Documentation. For example, For 
example, Manteuffel et al. [187] developed a tool for Decisions Documentation, 
with which AAs can be documented as forces of decisions in that tool. Finally, 
there are several tools that focus on other AA management activities (e.g., AA 
Evaluation), but can be used for AA Documentation. For example, Heyman et al. 
[188] used Alloy (a modeling language) to describe AAs, and a tool (Alloy 
Analyzer30) that implements Alloy for AA Evaluation. 

The aforementioned tools are either generic or developed for different purposes; 
thus they may not be suitable or effective for documenting AAs. To the best of our 
knowledge and based on the systematic mapping study on assumptions and their 
management (see Chapter 2), we did not find any tool dedicated to AA 
Documentation. ArAM is the first tool that advocates treating AAs as first class 
entities and is specifically developed for AA Documentation by implementing 
AADF. 

                                                           
28 https://products.office.com/en-us/excel 

29 https://products.office.com/en-us/word 

30 http://alloy.mit.edu/alloy/ 
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7.3 Architectural Assumptions Manager - ArAM 
This section first presents the background of ArAM, and subsequently 

introduces ArAM in detail. 

7.3.1 Background 
AADF follows the guidelines proposed in ISO/IEC/IEEE Std 42010:2011 [1], 

and comprises four viewpoints: the AA Detail viewpoint, the AA Relationship 
viewpoint, the AA Tracing viewpoint, and the AA Evolution viewpoint, as shown 
in Fig. 40. Each viewpoint frames a set of AA concerns of stakeholders: there is a 
viewpoint to document the details (e.g., pros and cons) of each AA, while the other 
three viewpoints provide an overview of relationships between AAs, and between 
AAs and other types of software artifacts, and monitor the evolution of AAs in 
software development respectively. More details of AADF can be found in Chapter 
6.  

ArAM was developed as a plugin of Enterprise Architect, which is a UML-based 
platform for designing and developing software systems. Enterprise Architect 
supports various modeling objectives, and covers the whole software development 
lifecycle. It also supports traces through software development models, for 
example, from the design phase to the testing or maintenance phase. Due to the 
lack of space, we did not present ArAM with much detail. Instead, we provided an 
online video31 (i.e., the user guide) of ArAM, and more information about ArAM 
and Enterprise Architect can be found in [192]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 40. The four viewpoints of the Architectural Assumption Documentation Framework 

 

                                                           
31 https://youtu.be/Nq3BfxWgT9g 
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7.3.2 ArAM in detail 
As evidenced in literature (e.g., see Chapter 2), AA management should be 

teamwork: although architects and designers have the major responsibility of 
managing AAs, other types of stakeholders (e.g., project managers) in 
development should also be involved. Therefore, users of ArAM are mainly 
architects and designers, but also other types of stakeholders that are actively 
involved in AA management. 

We will walk through the different viewpoints in ArAM using a simple but real 
industrial example, from the domain of Internet of Things. Consider a system that 
manages a number of gas cylinders, and trucks used to carry the gas cylinders. 
Functions of the system include identifying gas cylinders and tracking expiry date, 
validity, etc. of each gas cylinder. There is a Gas Cylinders Identification 
Component in the system, which is used to identify gas cylinders. Initially, the 
architects assumed that gas cylinders can be identified through three different 
ways: active tags, passive tags, and barcodes. This AA can be further decomposed 
into three AAs: “Active Tags Identification”, “Passive Tags Identification”, and 
“Scanning Barcodes”. During the AA Evaluation, “Scanning Barcodes” and 
“Active Tags Identification” were identified as invalid, i.e., they were not accepted 
as true as the identification of gas cylinders with barcodes and active tags proved 
unsuitable. On the contrary, “Passive Tags Identification” was evaluated as valid. 
Later, “Scanning Barcodes” and “Active Tags Identification” were removed; the 
uncertainty of “Passive Tags Identification” was eliminated, and this AA 
transformed into a design decision. 

7.3.2.1 AA Detail viewpoint 

The AA Detail viewpoint provides an overview of each AA, i.e., including the 
information of the AA from the other viewpoints. This redundancy serves the 
purpose of aggregating all information from the other viewpoints in one place, 
without requiring input of information twice: for example, when updating the AA 
Relationship and Tracing viewpoint, the AA Detail viewpoint is automatically 
updated accordingly. Considering the AA “Scanning Barcodes” mentioned in 
Section 7.3.2, the Detail view of the AA is shown in Fig. 41. We note that details of 
the viewpoints (e.g., explanation of each element) can be found in Chapter 6 and 
[192]. 
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Fig. 41. An AA Detail view in ArAM 

 

7.3.2.2 AA Relationship and Tracing viewpoint 

We combined the AA Relationship viewpoint and the AA Tracing viewpoint of 
AADF into a single viewpoint in ArAM: the AA Relationship and Tracing 
viewpoint. By doing this, the combined viewpoint can show not only the 
relationships between AAs or AAs and other types of software artifacts 
independently, but also the combination (see an example in Fig. 42). A valid 
(invalid) AA is represented by a rounded green (red) rectangle with the name of 
the AA as a label. Furthermore, ArAM provides seven specific types of 
relationships based on AADF (e.g., “caused by” and “conflicts with”). Finally, 
double clicking on an AA in the AA Relationship and Tracing view shows the 
Detail view of the AA. Through using the AA Relationship and Tracing viewpoint 
of ArAM, stakeholders can have a fair understanding of the relationships between 
AAs, and trace AAs to other types of software artifacts in a system, which can 
further facilitate understanding of the system (e.g., its architecture). 
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Fig. 42. An AA Relationship and Tracing view in ArAM 

 

7.3.2.3 AA Evolution viewpoint 

AAs have a dynamic nature: the context of a project (e.g., business environment), 
as well as the software system itself, is changing over time, making formerly valid 
AAs invalid, which results in an unsatisfactory system. The AA Evolution 
viewpoint in ArAM shows how AAs in a system evolve over time (e.g., from valid 
to invalid, or removed by stakeholders). Considering the evolution of the AA 
“Scanning Barcodes”, the Evolution view of this AA is shown in Fig. 43. 

 

 
Fig. 43. An AA Evolution view in ArAM 

 

7.4 Case study 
This section presents the design of the case study, which followed the guidelines 

proposed by Runeson and Höst [80]. 
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7.4.1 Goal and research questions 
ArAM is a tool for AA Documentation aiming at covering the needs of 

practicing architects. In this study, the goal is to gauge the likelihood that the tool 
will be adopted in an industrial setting. Davis [184] suggested that “Perceived ease 
of use” (i.e., “the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would 
be free of effort”) and “Perceived usefulness” (i.e., “the degree to which a person believes 
that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance”) are two 
determinants that impact how stakeholders accept or reject information 
technologies; these two factors constitute the Technology Acceptance Model 
(TAM). Venkatesh and Davis [185] extended TAM and proposed TAM2, which 
decomposes “Perceived usefulness” into three social factors, four cognitive 
instrumental factors, and “Experience”. Venkatesh and Bala [186] further extended 
TAM2 to TAM3, which decomposes “Perceived ease of use” into four anchor 
factors and two adjustment factors. Table 60 lists the factors used in TAM3. 

 
Table 60. Factors used in TAM3 

Factors (ease of use) Factors (usefulness) 

Computer self-efficacy Subjective norm 

Perception of external control Voluntariness 

Computer anxiety Image 

Computer playfulness Job relevance 

Perceived enjoyment Output quality 

Objective usability Result demonstrability 

Experience Experience 

 

We adopted the factors (explained in the following paragraphs) of TAM3 and 
used the Goal-Question-Metric approach [45] to formulate the objective of this 
chapter: to analyze ArAM for the purpose of evaluation with respect to the 
perceived ease of use and usefulness from the point of view of software architects 
in the context of industrial software development in China. The research questions 
(RQs) of this study are presented below. 

RQ1: How easy is it to use ArAM for AA Documentation? 

From all the factors of “Perceived ease of use” proposed in TAM3, we studied 
“Computer self-efficacy” (i.e., to what extent the subjects can use ArAM without 
any help), “Perceptions of external control” (i.e., to what extent the existing project 
resources, for example, requirements documents, can help the subjects to use 
ArAM), “Perceived enjoyment” (i.e., to what extent using ArAM is pleasant and 
enjoyable), and “Experience”, (i.e., to what extent the experience, for example, 
architecting experience, can impact the perceived ease of use of ArAM). 

The following factors were excluded: “Objective usability” (i.e., the comparison 
between the subjects and experts when using ArAM), “Computer anxiety” (i.e., to 
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what extent the subjects are afraid to use computers), and “Computer playfulness” 
(i.e., to what extent the subjects can interact with computers). The reasons for 
excluding them were: (a) this case study did not aim to compare the subjects with 
experts when using ArAM; (b) the subjects had no fear of using computers and 
their degree of computer playfulness was high because they were professional 
software engineers and by definition worked with computers. Furthermore, since 
TAM3 is a general model for technology acceptance, we added a new aspect 
“Others” to aggregate the factors specifically related to ArAM. 

RQ2: How useful is it to use ArAM in software development? 

From all the factors of “Perceived usefulness” proposed in TAM3, we studied 
“Job relevance” (i.e., to what extent ArAM is relevant to the subjects’ work), 
“Output quality” (i.e., to what extent the outputs of ArAM can benefit the subjects’ 
work), “Result demonstrability” (i.e., to what extent the results of using ArAM is 
communicable), and “Experience” (i.e., to what extent the experience, for example, 
architecting experience, can impact the perceived usefulness of ArAM). 

The following factors were excluded: “Subjective norm” (i.e., to what extent 
people important to the subjects would suggest that they should (not) use ArAM), 
“Voluntariness” (i.e., to what extent using ArAM is voluntary or not), and “Image” 
(i.e., to what extent using ArAM can improve, for example, social status and 
prestige of the subjects in their companies). We did not apply the factors 
“Subjective norm” and “Voluntariness” because architecture and design tools were 
optional for the subjects in their companies, i.e., the subjects were not required to 
use a specific tool to design software; also, no one would suggest the subjects (not) 
to use a tool such as ArAM in their companies. Furthermore, since all the subjects 
were software engineers (architects) in their companies, we argue that using tools, 
such as ArAM could not improve social status and prestige (i.e., “Image”) of the 
subjects. Finally, similarly to RQ1, we also added a new aspect “Others” in RQ2 to 
aggregate the factors specifically related to ArAM. 

7.4.2 Case and subject selection 
This case study is explanatory [80] because it aims at evaluating the ease of use 

and usefulness of ArAM in software development. 

7.4.2.1 Case description and units of analysis 

A case is a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context [80][82], such as a 
project, a group of stakeholders, or a technology. The distinction between these 
types of cases is not always clear [19]. In this chapter, we did not conduct the case 
study within the software development lifecycle. Instead we asked each subject 
(i.e., architect) to select one real and non-trivial project related to software-
intensive systems from their previous work, and used ArAM in the context of the 
selected projects through workshops. Thus, all the AAs documented by the 
subjects through ArAM were from real-life projects. We considered this study as a 
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preliminary evaluation of the ease of use and usefulness of ArAM in an industrial 
setting.  

Furthermore, the case study was conducted with sixteen architects. Instead of 
studying the AAs documented by the subjects, we focused on their opinions on the 
ease of use and usefulness of ArAM. Therefore, both the cases and the units of 
analysis are the architects, i.e., one unit of analysis for each case and sixteen cases 
in total. Therefore, the case study is multiple and holistic [80]. 

7.4.2.2 Case study procedure 

The procedure of the case study is presented as the following. 

Before the workshop 
T1 Preparation of the case study. The researchers prepared the documents of 

the tutorial, questionnaire, interview, the needed devices (e.g., laptops with ArAM 
installed, recording devices, and a projector), etc.  

T2 Projects selection. To create a real context of the case study, we asked each 
subject to choose a real and non-trivial project related to software-intensive 
systems from their previous work, which would be used in the workshop.  

T3 Questionnaire. The researchers used a questionnaire (see Section 7.4.3) to 
collect background information of the subjects as well as details of the selected 
projects.  

T4 Projects review. The researchers reviewed the selected projects to ensure 
that they are non-trivial and related to software-intensive systems. 

T5 User guide. The researchers provided both a printed and a MS Word user 
guide (in Chinese) of ArAM for each subject. 

Workshop (4 hours) 
T6 Tutorial (30 minutes). The researchers provided the subjects with a 

tutorial (in Chinese) regarding an introduction to ArAM, including the AA concept 
and AADF. 

T7 Discussion (20 minutes). The researchers discussed with the subjects to 
ensure that they had a fair understanding of ArAM. 

T8 Break (10 minutes).  
T9 Using ArAM (90 minutes). The subjects used ArAM to document AAs 

based on their selected projects. The researchers provided each subject with a 
laptop with ArAM installed. 

T10 Interview (30 minutes per subject; 60 minutes as total). Three researchers 
interviewed (one-to-one and semi-structured) the subjects in parallel according to 
the RQs (see Section 7.4.3).  

T11 Focus group (30 minutes). The researchers organized a focus group to 
further discuss ArAM based on the RQs (see Section 7.4.3). 

Fig. 44 shows the overview of the case study, concerning the process with the 
tasks and the inputs and outputs of each task. 
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Fig. 44. Case study procedure 

 

We organized three workshops (4 hours per workshop) with five (Beijing), five 
(Shenzhen), and six (Shenzhen) subjects respectively. The time of each workshop 
was strictly limited (see tasks T6 to T11 above). For example, the time for 
interviews (one-to-one) was 1 hour per workshop. The three workshops followed 
exactly the same procedure (i.e., the eleven tasks mentioned above). The 
discussions, interviews, and focus groups in the workshops were recorded 
through recording devices. 
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7.4.3 Data collection and analysis 
We used a questionnaire to collect background information of each subject as 

well as details of each selected project as shown in Table 113 and Table 115 of the 
Appendix E. The subjects were interviewed one by one (semi-structured, see the 
predefined questions as shown in Table 114 and Table 116 of the Appendix E). 
Furthermore, we conducted a focus group in each workshop with the subjects to 
discuss ArAM in depth according to the RQs. The first author acted as the 
moderator in these focus groups. 

We employed descriptive statistics (e.g., the details of the selected projects) and 
Constant Comparison [20] (e.g., coding and classifying the data to answer the RQs) 
to analyze quantitative and qualitative data respectively. The first, fourth, and fifth 
author performed Constant Comparison in parallel through an iterative process. 
The second author acted as a reviewer to verify the results of Constant 
Comparison in each iteration. Problems were discussed and addressed among all 
the authors. Furthermore, MAXQDA32 was used for the analysis of the qualitative 
data. The mapping between the data collection methods, data analysis methods, 
and RQs is shown in Table 61. 

 
Table 61. Relationships among the data collection methods, data analysis methods, and RQs 

Data collection method Data analysis method RQs 

Questionnaire Descriptive statistics Background information 

Interview Constant Comparison RQ1, RQ2 

Focus group Constant Comparison RQ1, RQ2 

 

7.4.4 Pilot study 
We conducted a pilot study with an architect in Wuhan, China. The subject had 

no experience of ArAM before the pilot study. We used the same case study 
procedure in the pilot study except for the focus group because we could not 
conduct a focus group with only one subject. The aim of the pilot study was to 
improve the design of the case study. The pilot study resulted in the following 
improvements: 

We refined the tutorial of ArAM. For instance, we used ArAM to create an 
example of AA documentation based on a real project from industry and 
presented the example in the tutorial.  

We included one more assistant for the workshops, i.e., one moderator and two 
assistants in total. 

We prepared contingency plans for various situations during the workshops, 
e.g., we made plans in case a subject could not come or would be late. 

                                                           
32 http://www.maxqda.com/ 
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7.5 Results 
This section provides an overview of the case study as well as results of the RQs. 

7.5.1 Overview of case study 
The experience of the subjects in software-intensive systems and architecting (or 

design) is generally classified in three levels as shown in Fig. 45. Most subjects (14 
out of 16, 87.5%) have at least five years of experience in software-intensive 
systems, while half of them (out of 16, 50.0%) have at least five years of experience 
in architecting (or design). Furthermore, three subjects (out of 16, 18.8%) stated 
that they had architecture training. 

 

 
Fig. 45. Years of experience in software-intensive systems and architecting or design of the subjects 

 

Fig. 46 shows duration, team size, and lines of code of the selected projects. Note 
that two projects were in progress when we conducted the workshops, and 
therefore, lines of code of these two projects were not counted. The projects are 
from different domains: Printing, Telecommunications, Security, E-commerce, 
Management Information System, Finance, Petrochemical Industry, Office 
Automation, and Geographic Information System. Considering the development 
processes employed in the selected projects, Waterfall Model (including traditional 
Waterfall Model and adapted Waterfall Model, 8 out of 16, 50.0%) is far ahead of 
the others (e.g., Agile Development and Iterative Development). 
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Fig. 46. Overview of the selected projects 

 

7.5.2 Results of RQ1 
The subjects considered that overall ArAM was easy to use, though there are 

several issues to consider. We further elaborate on the results in five aspects 
adopted from TAM3 [186]: 
(1) Computer self-efficacy 

“Computer self-efficacy” means to what extent the subjects can use ArAM 
without any help. Fourteen subjects (out of 16, 87.5%) considered that they could 
use ArAM independently in their work, while two subjects (out of 16, 12.5%) 
thought that they needed further training on the tool. The subjects mentioned two 
factors that influence this aspect. First, the time of the workshop was limited. 
Though the subjects could use ArAM independently, they were not familiar with it, 
and therefore, more practice of the tool was needed. Second, ArAM was developed 
as a plugin of Enterprise Architect. During the workshop, we only focused on the 
usage of ArAM. Therefore, the unfamiliarity of Enterprise Architect may impede 
the usage of ArAM in projects. As one subject explained: “This is the first time I use 
ArAM. Through the tutorial, I had a fair understanding of the tool, and I could use it by 
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myself. However, for some details of the tool or the functions that you did not introduce 
today, I would still have problems.” 

Eight subjects (out of 16, 50.0%) mentioned that the usage of ArAM was clear to 
them, including its objective, rationale, concepts, and functions, as one subject 
stated: “Basically, I can understand the tool as well as how to use it. The clarity of the tool 
is fine for me.” Furthermore, six subjects (out of 16, 37.5%) considered that the 
layout of ArAM was complicated. As one subject put it: “There are so many items in 
the tool, which increases the difficulty of using it.” On the other hand, two subjects (out 
of 16, 12.5%) disagreed: “The tool is not complicated. Basically, you just need to draw 
some simple boxes with several lines.” Table 62 shows the easy and difficult parts of 
using ArAM pointed out by the subjects. 

 
Table 62. Easy and difficult parts of using ArAM 

Difficult part No. of 
subjects 
(%) 

Easy part No. of 
subjects 
(%) 

Managing relationships between 
AAs or AAs and other types of 
software artifacts 

9 (56.3%) Making AAs 5 (31.3%) 

Describing AAs 3 (18.8%) Managing relationships between 
AAs or AAs and other types of 
software artifacts 

4 (25.0%) 

Being aware of the AAs made and 
their relationships 

3 (18.8%) Basic functions of Enterprise 
Architect (e.g., double clicking) 

3 (18.8%) 

Basic functions of Enterprise 
Architect (e.g., double clicking) 

2 (12.5%) Maintaining AAs 1 (6.3%) 

Making AAs 1 (6.3%) Describing AAs 1 (6.3%) 

 

One subject (out of 16, 6.3%) emphasized that in real-life, ArAM should be used 
from the early phases of software development: “I think the tool is easy to use, if it is 
used from the early phases of software development. Otherwise, it would be more 
complicated, because it is rather difficult to recover and document all the AAs made earlier 
in the project.” 
(2) Perceptions of external control 

“Perceptions of external control” means to what extent the existing project 
resources, for example, requirements documents, can help the subjects to use 
ArAM. As we found through the case study, project materials (including 
requirements, design, and general project documents) were considered helpful for 
the application of ArAM. As one subject stated: “If I am not familiar with a project, 
then design documents, including flow charts and description of relationships between the 
project and other projects, would help me to use the tool.” 
(3) Perceived enjoyment 
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“Perceived enjoyment” means to what extent using ArAM is pleasant and 
enjoyable. Eleven subjects (out of 16, 68.8%) agreed that ArAM was pleasant and 
enjoyable to use; they could easily understand the usage of ArAM. As one subject 
put it: “I think the tool was pleasant to use; everything was easy to understand.” 
(4) Experience 

“Experience” means to what extent the experience, for example, architecting 
experience, can influence the perceived ease of use of ArAM. Thirteen subjects (out 
of 16, 81.3%) considered that it is easier to use ArAM with certain experience of 
Enterprise Architect or similar tools (e.g., MS Visio33). For example, as one subject 
stated: “It would be more acceptable and easy for me to use a tool, if I am familiar with the 
layout. In this case, the layout of your tool looks like MS Visio, which is good for me.” 

Eight subjects (out of 16, 50.0%) considered that project experience would help 
to increase the ease of using ArAM. For example, as one subject put it: “Since I am 
familiar with the selected project, using ArAM in the project was easy.” Furthermore, 
one subject (out of 16, 6.3%) mentioned that one or two years of project experience 
is enough for using ArAM. 

Moreover, eight subjects (out of 16, 50%) thought that experience of design or 
architecting is not important for increasing the ease of using ArAM, as one subject 
stated: “If you have certain architecting experience, it’s enough. I have only two years of 
architecting experience, while I think it’s easy for me to use the tool.”  
(5) Others 

Fourteen subjects (out of 16, 87.5%) mentioned five aspects regarding learning 
ArAM, which can influence the ease of using the tool: (a) The tutorial of ArAM 
was important. As the subjects suggested, a tutorial through a workshop, a well-
designed and documented user guide, and Q&A regarding ArAM should be 
included. (b) Several subjects considered that the examples of AA and the use of 
ArAM were not very clear and rather complicated: “We need something simple from 
the beginning, and a real example to show the usage of ArAM afterwards. As people learn 
the C language, they always start with ‘Hello World’.” (c) All the elements of ArAM 
were in English, which impeded several subjects from learning and using the tool: 
“My English is not good, so I prefer a tool in Chinese. Especially considering the terms 
used in ArAM, it was not easy to understand them in English.” (d) More practice of 
ArAM was needed to make the tool easier to use. (e) More time for learning ArAM 
could make the tool easier to use.  

Furthermore, fifteen subjects (out of 16, 93.8%) complained about the basic 
functions of ArAM, i.e., layout, instructions inside the tool, and shortcut keys. As 
one subject stated: “The tool includes so many widgets. Sometimes it was difficult to find 
specific widgets in the tool.” 

                                                           
33 https://products.office.com/en-us/visio 
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7.5.3 Results of RQ2 
The subjects considered that overall ArAM was useful, though there are several 

points for improvement. We further detail the results in five aspects adopted from 
TAM3: 
(1) Job relevance 

“Job relevance” means to what extent ArAM is relevant to the subjects’ work. 
Fourteen subjects (out of 16, 87.5%) agreed that ArAM is useful for AA 
Documentation, and mentioned several elements in ArAM that are important for 
documenting AAs, such as the relationship types provided in the tool. As one 
subject stated: “After making some AAs, these AAs could be connected with relationship 
(e.g., ‘caused by’). In this case, especially when the AAs conflict with or constrain each 
other, I might need to make certain trade-off based on the AAs. By doing this, I could 
intuitively and quickly make more reasonable design decisions.” On the other hand, five 
subjects (out of 16, 31.3%) thought that some elements in ArAM do not contribute 
to AA Documentation, which should be simplified or removed. As one subject put 
it: “I think there is an overlap between rationale, pros, and cons of an AA. Sometimes I just 
copied and pasted the content from one to another.” 

Eleven subjects (out of 16, 68.8%) mentioned that ArAM could contribute to 
software design and architecting. As one subject put it: “I could have a fair 
understanding of the AAs made as well as the architecture in a project through those 
diagrams, instead of spending much time on reading documents.” As another subject 
stated: “Your tool can help me to identify and evaluate AAs as well as related risks, step 
by step, just like doing a jigsaw puzzle or brainstorm, which is useful for software design.” 

Eleven subjects (out of 16, 68.8%) further mentioned the usefulness of ArAM in 
other activities of software development, including requirements engineering, 
testing, risk management, and general project management. As one subject 
explained: “In the early phases of software development, I would have a lot of AAs, and 
with the progress of the project, many AAs turn to be invalid. I can document all the 
information of those AAs through using ArAM, which is useful for system operation and 
maintenance.” As another subject mentioned: “I think the tool can facilitate 
requirements engineering and testing: if I want to implement requirements, I have to make 
AAs; after documenting AAs through the tool, I can give them to testers and ask them to 
test these AAs.” 

Finally, seven subjects (out of 16, 43.8%) mentioned that the usefulness of ArAM 
would be diverse for different types of stakeholders. As one subject explained: “I 
do not think the tool is useful for programmers, since programmers do not need to consider 
AAs, but requirements engineers, architects, designers, and testers can benefit from using 
the tool.”  
(2) Output quality 

“Output quality” means to what extent the outputs of ArAM can benefit the 
subjects’ work. Fourteen subjects (out of 16, 87.5%) mentioned that the overall 
quality of ArAM outputs was good. As one subject put it: “Considering AA 
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Documentation, I think the outputs include all the information I need.” On the other 
hand, four subjects (out of 16, 25.0%) mentioned that the outputs regarding 
documentation of AA history (e.g., in the AA Detail viewpoint) was not satisfying: 
“I need to see all the information regarding the evolution of AAs in the AA Detail view, for 
example, what exactly the previous versions of an AA are, instead of only showing me the 
state and modified date.” Moreover, two subjects (out of 16, 12.5%) stated that they 
need information concerning importance and criticality of AAs, and the quality of 
the ArAM diagrams should be improved. 

Furthermore, we also asked the subjects when providing the AAs documented 
through ArAM by them to another stakeholder, whether the stakeholder can 
understand the documented AAs or not. Eight subjects (out of 16, 50.0%) gave a 
positive answer: “If AAs are documented like this, I think other people can absolutely 
understand them.” On the other hand, three subjects (out of 16, 18.8%) stated that it 
is difficult to say whether other stakeholders can understand the documented AAs 
through only reading the ArAM outputs. The reason is that stakeholders may have 
different understandings on those outputs. 

Finally, four subjects (out of 16, 25.0%) mentioned that the output quality of 
ArAM depends on the users, i.e., if the users document AAs without paying 
attention to the details of the AAs, the output quality may be decreased: “For 
example, if the person only says something like ‘based on experience’ without elaborating 
the underlying rationale, this does not help to understand the documented AAs.” 
(3) Result demonstrability 

“Result demonstrability” means to what extent the results of using ArAM is 
communicable. Eleven subjects (out of 16, 68.8%) mentioned that they were able to 
present the results of using ArAM to their colleagues: “I only need half an hour to tell 
my colleagues about the results of using the tool”; one subject (out of 16, 6.3%) stated 
that he could not explain the results of the tool clear to other stakeholders: “I still 
have some uncertain aspects about the tool.” 

One subject (out of 16, 6.3%) further considered that different strategies should 
be used to describe the results of using ArAM for different types of stakeholders: 
“When you talk to an architect, it could be easy, because architects should have knowledge 
regarding AAs, and you can just explain the results of using ArAM to the architect. On 
the other hand, when you talk to a tester, then you should explain the results from the 
perspective of testing.” 
(4) Experience 

“Experience” means to what extent the experience, for example, architecting 
experience, can impact the perceived usefulness of ArAM. Thirteen subjects (out of 
16, 81.3%) stated that experience of architecting (or design) should be of 
paramount importance for the perceived usefulness of ArAM. As one subject put it: 
“If I do not have much experience of architecting, I cannot think, for example, what AAs I 
have in a project. If you ask me to use ArAM, to some extent, I would not know what to 
create.” 
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(5) Others 

Ten subjects (out of 16, 62.5%) emphasized that clearly presenting the 
motivation, objectives, and benefits of using ArAM as well as how to use ArAM is 
of significant importance for the perceived usefulness of the tool. As one subject 
mentioned: “Considering relationships between AAs, for example, ‘conflict’, should I 
identify conflicts when making AAs, or after making AAs?” 

Moreover, five subjects (out of 16, 31.3%) connected project context with the 
usefulness of using ArAM. They pointed out that the tool was context dependent, 
and may not work well in certain contexts. As one subject mentioned: “AAs are 
related to many other types of artifacts. If such artifacts are not available in a project, then 
this tool may not be useful in that case.” Five subjects (out of 16, 31.3%) further 
mentioned personal preference would be a factor for the usefulness of using ArAM.  

Finally, thirteen subjects (out of 16, 81.3%) suggested several aspects to improve 
the usefulness of ArAM, including data analysis (e.g., finding omitted 
relationships between AAs based on the existing data), automatic verification (e.g., 
verifying the correctness of the existing data), integration with other approaches 
and tools (e.g., being compatible with tools used by stakeholders). As one subject 
put it: “If the tool can automatically verify AAs, for example, checking if there are 
conflicting AAs in a diagram, that would be very helpful.” As another subject stated: “It 
is important to integrate ArAM to the existing tools we are using.” 

7.5.4 Summary of results of RQs 
ArAM is generally easy to use and useful in AA Documentation as well as in 

software development, though there are several issues to be addressed. We 
summarize the aforementioned results of the RQs as shown in Table 63. 
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Table 63. Summary of results of the RQs 

RQ Aspect Sub-aspect Results 

RQ1: Ease of 
use 

Computer self-
efficacy 

Usage Without help (14 out of 16, 87.5%); Need help (2, out of 16, 12.5%) 

Clarity Clear (8 out of 16, 50.0%); Not mentioned (8 out of 16, 50.0%) 

Complexity of layout Complicated (6 out of 16, 37.5%); Not complicated (2 out of 16, 12.5%); Not mentioned 
(8 out of 16, 50.0%) 

Easy parts Making AAs (5 out of 16, 31.3%); Managing relationships between AAs or AAs and 
other software artifacts (4 out of 16, 25.0%); Basic functions of Enterprise Architect 
(e.g., double clicking) (3 out of 16, 18.8%); Updating AAs (1 out of 16, 6.3%); 
Describing AAs (1 out of 16, 6.3%) 

Difficult parts Managing relationships between AAs or AAs and other software artifacts (9 out of 16, 
56.3%); Describing AAs (3 out of 16, 18.8%); Being aware of the AAs and their 
relationships (3 out of 16, 18.8%); Basic functions of Enterprise Architect (e.g., double 
clicking) (2 out of 16, 12.5%); Making AAs (1 out of 16, 6.3%) 

Real-life Easy: Using ArAM from the early phases of software development (1 out of 16, 6.3%) 

Perceptions of 
external control 

 Requirements documents (4 out of 16, 25.0%), design documents (4 out of 16, 25.0%), 
and general project documents (8 out of 16, 50.0%) are useful for AA Documentation 
using ArAM 

Perceived 
enjoyment 

 Pleasant and enjoyable (11 out of 16, 68.8%); Not mentioned (5 out of 16, 31.3%) 

Experience Experience of Enterprise 
Architect or similar tools 

Important (13 out of 16, 81.3%); Not mentioned (3 out of 16, 18.8%) 

Project experience Important (8 out of 16, 50.0%); Not mentioned (8 out of 16, 50.0%) 

Experience of design or 
architecting 

Not important (8 out of 16, 50.0%); Not mentioned (8 out of 16, 50.0%) 

Others Learning Impeding ArAM learning: A not well-organized tutorial (7 out of 16, 43.8%); 
Inappropriate examples of AA and ArAM (6 out of 16, 37.5%); Poor English of users (3 
out of 16, 18.8%); Lack of practice (4 out of 16, 25.0%); Lack of time (3 out of 16, 18.8%) 

Expected improvements Layout (10 out of 16, 62.5%); Instructions inside the tool (6 out of 16, 37.5%); Shortcut 
keys (7 out of 16, 43.8%) 
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RQ2: 
Usefulness 

Job relevance AA Documentation Useful (14 out of 16, 87.5%); Not mentioned (2 out of 16, 12.5%) 

Software design and 
architecting 

Useful (11 out of 16, 68.8%); Not mentioned (5 out of 16, 31.3%) 

Other activities in 
software development 

Useful (11 out of 16, 68.8%); Not mentioned (5 out of 16, 31.3%) 

Types of stakeholders The perceived usefulness of ArAM would be diverse for different types of 
stakeholders (7 out of 16, 43.8%) 

Output quality Quality (overall) Good quality (14 out of 16, 87.5%); Not mentioned (2 out of 16, 12.5%) 

Expected improvements Improving the outputs of AA Detail viewpoint (4 out of 16, 25.0%); Improving the 
quality of the diagrams created in ArAM (2 out of 16, 12.5%); Missed information in 
ArAM: Importance and criticality of AAs (2 out of 16, 12.5%) 

Understanding outputs 
by other stakeholders 

Easy (8 out of 16, 50.0%); Difficult (3 out of 16, 18.8%); Not mentioned (5 out of 16, 
31.3%) 

Other The output quality of ArAM depends on the users (4 out of 16, 25.0%) 

Result 
demonstrability 

 Communicable (11 out of 16, 68.8%); Not communicable (1 out of 16, 6.3%); Not 
mentioned (4 out of 16, 25.0%) 

Experience Experience of design or 
architecting 

Important (13 out of 16, 81.3%); Not mentioned (3 out of 16, 18.8%) 

Others Tutorial A well-designed tutorial helps better understanding the usefulness of ArAM (10 out 
of 16, 62.5%) 

Project context The usefulness of ArAM is different in different project context (5 out of 16, 31.3%) 

Personal preference The perceived usefulness of ArAM depends on personal preference (5 out of 16, 
31.3%) 

Expected improvements 
regarding functions 

Presenting quantitative data (1 out of 16, 6.3%); Automatic verification (4 out of 16, 
25.0%); Integration with other approaches and tools (9 out of 16, 56.3%) 
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7.6 Discussion 
This section presents the interpretation of the results of the RQs, as well as the 

implications for researchers and practitioners.  

7.6.1 Interpretation of results 
Ease of use: ArAM is in general easy to use. This is partly due to the reason that 

ArAM is a plugin of Enterprise Architect (a UML-based platform for designing 
and developing software systems), which is a mature and popular tool used in 
industry. Moreover, UML is a common modeling language used in software 
development. In the case study, architecting (or design) experience was considered 
insignificant for the ease of use of ArAM by the subjects. This further implies that 
different types of stakeholders (e.g., requirements engineers and project managers) 
can easily use ArAM in their work.  

Additionally, we found that the perceived ease of use of ArAM is impacted by 
the quality of the tutorial. Without a good and clear tutorial, users may not get a 
fair understanding of the tool, and therefore, they cannot easily use it.  

Finally, we found that stakeholders, even those with the same role in the same 
company, may have different preferences and interests when using ArAM. For 
example, some subjects considered that the layout of ArAM was rather 
complicated, while others did not take issues with the layout. This finding further 
emphasizes the importance of having an elaborate tutorial before using ArAM in 
practice. 

Usefulness: The results show that ArAM not only has a high relevance 
regarding architecting and design, but also can benefit other software 
development activities, such as requirements engineering. One reason is that AAs 
are intertwined with various types of software artifacts (e.g., requirements and 
design decisions), and their lifecycle spans the entire software development (e.g., 
see Chapter 2 and Chapter 3).  

Though most of the subjects considered that the output quality of ArAM was 
good, they pointed out several aspects for improvements of the tool. One potential 
reason for considering ArAM as imperfect is that stakeholders may have different 
preferences and interests when using the tool. Another reason is that the output 
quality is not only related to the tool itself, but also affected by the users. For 
example, if a user documents AAs through ArAM without paying enough 
attention to the details of the AAs, the output quality of ArAM would be low.  

Furthermore, though architecting (or design) experience was considered not 
important for the ease of use of ArAM, it has a paramount influence on the 
usefulness of the tool. One reason could be that there is a significant difference 
between junior and experienced architects, as junior architects may not even be 
aware of the AAs made in their projects (see Chapter 6).  
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Finally, there may be large variations regarding the usefulness of ArAM in 
various project contexts or between different types of stakeholders. For example, 
for specific types of projects, such as small projects, documenting AAs may not be 
necessary, and therefore, ArAM would not be useful in such situation. 

7.6.2 Implications for researchers 
Understanding of the AA concept: Stakeholders may understand the AA 

concept differently from researchers. When conducting empirical studies 
regarding AAs as well as their management, this should be considered in the 
design of the study: whether let the subjects reach a consensus on the AA concept 
or maintain their own perception of the AA concept. 

Integration into existing tools: On the one hand, stakeholders need a dedicated 
tool to manage AAs in projects, while on the other hand, they do not need a “new” 
tool, since they are familiar and comfortable with the tools they already used. One 
solution for this problem is integrating AA management into the existing tools. For 
example, in this study, we developed ArAM as a plugin of Enterprise Architect (a 
modeling tool commonly used in industry). 

Perfect tool: Based on the results of the study, we understand that it is 
impossible to provide a “perfect” tool, which supports everything in AA 
management. Stakeholders may have different preferences and interests when 
using a tool. For example, in our study, some subjects complained about the layout 
of ArAM, while others did not see any issues with the layout. When designing and 
developing tools (e.g., a prototype tool) to manage AAs, researchers need to decide 
which problems should be prioritized as well as which functions should be 
supported.  

Stakeholders in AA management: In the case study, we found that ArAM can 
benefit not only architecting (or design), but also other software development 
activities. However, we have no evidence on the actual usefulness of ArAM for 
other types of stakeholders (e.g., requirements engineers and project managers), 
since all the subjects in this case study were architects. Therefore, how different 
types of stakeholders can be involved in AA management is another interesting 
topic for further research. 

7.6.3 Implications for practitioners 
Understanding of the AA concept: The AA concept is subjective, which could 

be a problem in managing AAs. We suggest that practitioners within the same 
project or an organization reach a consensus on the understanding of the AA 
concept. 

AA management: AA management is teamwork. We suggest that architects and 
designers should be responsible for managing AAs (e.g., the major users of ArAM), 
while other types of stakeholders can also be involved in AA management. 
Moreover, we encourage frequent and face-to-face communication between 
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stakeholders when managing AAs in projects (e.g., when using ArAM). Finally, 
not every AA is worth managing (e.g., by ArAM). Stakeholders need to first 
identify the AAs they perceive important in projects. 

Project context: AA management is influenced by project context. For example, 
it may not be worth to spend effort on managing AAs in small or “stable” projects 
(e.g., a project that is similar to a finished project), since there could be only a few 
AAs in such types of projects. Therefore, we suggest that practitioners should first 
evaluate the need and value of managing AAs (e.g., before using ArAM). 

Experience: There are variations between, for example, junior and experienced 
architects regarding AA management (e.g., the usefulness of ArAM). Practitioners 
need to be aware of such variations, which may cause problems (e.g., low quality 
of the AAs documented) in projects. 

7.7 Threats to validity 
We followed the guidelines proposed by Runeson and Höst [80] to discuss the 

threats to the validity of the case study. We excluded internal validity because we 
did not study causality. 

Construct validity reflects to what extent the research questions and the studied 
operational measures are consistent [80]. One threat could be that the subjects tried 
to use ArAM without a fair understanding of the tool (including the AA concept 
and AADF). To reduce this threat, during the workshops, the subjects were 
encouraged to raise questions about ArAM; the first, fourth, and fifth author 
answered all these questions from the subjects. Moreover, we organized a short 
discussion about ArAM with the subjects to ensure their appropriate 
understanding of the tool. Another threat is that whether the RQs can be properly 
answered by the collected data. To mitigate this threat, we used both interview 
and focus group in this study, iteratively developed the protocol of the case study, 
and discussed the protocol in a meeting with seven external researchers on 
software engineering. We also conducted a pilot study to improve the design of 
the case study. Finally, since all the subjects in the case study are Chinese, there is 
a threat that the translation from English to Chinese of the related documents (e.g., 
the questionnaire) and from Chinese to English of the collected data from 
questionnaires, interviews, and focus groups could have resulted in information 
vaporization and erosion. To mitigate this threat, the first, second, fourth, and fifth 
author (native Chinese speakers) were responsible for the translation. This 
translation was conducted iteratively. 

External validity concerns the generalization of the findings [80]. This case study 
was conducted with sixteen architects from nine domains in Beijing and Shenzhen, 
China; we argue that the results are applicable in projects with same or similar 
context (e.g., domain). However, considering the generalization of the findings to 
other context, replication of the case study is a solution to address this issue. To 
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improve the external validity, we made the materials of this work online (note that 
part of the materials are in Chinese) [192]. 

Reliability focuses on whether the study would yield the same results when 
other researchers replicate it [80]. To reduce this threat, we recorded the entire 
workshops through audio recording devices to avoid information vaporization 
and erosion. The first, fourth, and fifth author performed Constant Comparison for 
qualitative data analysis in parallel through an iterative process. The second 
author acted as a reviewer to verify the results of Constant Comparison in each 
iteration. Problems were discussed and addressed among all the authors. 

7.8 Conclusions 
On the one hand, AA Documentation is very important for the architecting 

process but also the entire software development lifecycle. On the other hand, 
though there are several approaches for AA Documentation, there is a lack of 
dedicated tools to support such approaches at an industrial setting. In this chapter, 
we present a specialized tool for AA Documentation, ArAM, which was developed 
as a plugin of Enterprise Architect to support practicing architects and designers. 
To validate the ease of use as well as the usefulness of ArAM, we conducted an 
industrial case study in Beijing and Shenzhen, China, with sixteen software 
architects from ten companies. The results of the case study show that ArAM is 
generally easy to use and useful in AA Documentation as well as in software 
development, though there are several points for improvement such as supporting 
data analysis and automatic verification.  

During the evaluation of the tool, though we found it could improve 
architectural assumption management in several aspects (e.g., it proved indeed 
useful for Architectural Assumption Description), the effort required was still a 
key challenge of employing architectural assumption management in practice (also 
supported by the results of Chapter 6). Therefore, there was a need to reduce the 
investment in managing architectural assumptions and consequently make it less 
resource-intensive. According to the literature (e.g., the Agile Manifesto [21]), 
agility aims at reducing the effort of traditional software development, and 
embracing changes with, for example, a set of agile practices. Integrating agility 
into architectural assumption management could be a promising way to address 
the aforementioned problem. As a first step, before trying to propose a specific 
solution, there was a need to understand the current state of the research regarding 
the combination of architecture in general and agility in software development (see 
the next chapter). 
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